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Encyclopedia of Electronic Circuits, Vol. 3McGraw-Hill, 1990

	This book presents a giant collection of the latest, most widely-used electronic circuits - an invaluable reference tool! "The Encyclopedia of Electronic Circuits" is back! Not a revision of the past two volumes, this third edition in the bestselling series offers you hundreds of schematics for the latest electronics circuits from...
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Elements of Photonics Volume 2John Wiley & Sons, 2002
Provides a particularly good discussion of the electromagnetics of light in bounded media (i.e., fibers).

    * The only book that treats the two complementary topics, fiber and integrated optics.
    * A careful and thorough presentation of the topics that make it well suited for self-study.
    * Includes numerous figures,...
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Building Valve Amplifiers, Second EditionNewnes, 2014

	Building Valve Amplifiers is a unique hands-on guide for anyone working with tube audio equipment--as an electronics hobbyist, audiophile or audio engineer. This 2nd Edition builds on the success of the first with technology and technique revisions throughout and, significantly, a major new self-build project, worked through...
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Teach Yourself Electricity and ElectronicsMcGraw-Hill, 2001
In introductory electronics, Stan Gibilisco wrote the book.  The gifted writer/teacher's TEACH YOURSELF ELECTRICITY AND ELECTRONICS is your best choice for clarity, completeness, and up-to-date coverage.

* The best-selling electronics introduction, offering a user-friendly independent study approach 
* The quickest way to learn the...
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Fundamentals of RF Circuit Design: with Low Noise OscillatorsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001

	The art of RF circuit design made simple.....


	Radio Frequency circuits are the fundamental building blocks in a vast array of consumer electronics and wireless communication devices. Jeremy Everard's unique combination of theory and practice provides insight into the principles of operation, together with invaluable guidance to...
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Optical Communication Theory and TechniquesSpringer, 2004
Since the advent of optical communications, a great technological effort has
been devoted to the exploitation of the huge bandwidth of optical fibers. Starting
from a few Mb/s single channel systems, a fast and constant technological
development has led to the actual 10 Gb/s per channel dense wavelength division
multiplexing...
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RF Microelectronics (Communications Engineering and Emerging Technologies Series)Prentice Hall, 1997
The annual worldwide sales of cellular phones has exceeded $2.5B. With 4.5 million customers, home satellite networks comprise a $2.5B industry. The global positioning system is expected to become a $5B market by the year 2000. In Europe, the sales of equipment and services for mobile communications will reach $30B by 1998. The statistics are...
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Advanced Techniques in RF Power Amplifier DesignArtech House Publishers, 2002

	An invaluable reference tool for RF, digital and system level designers, the book enable you to efficiently design linear RF power amplifiers, and includes detailed discussions on envelope power management schemes and linearization techniques.


	First of all, I should explain the title of this book. This is not really an advanced...
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Low-Power Design Techniques and CAD Tools for Analog and RF Integrated CircuitsSpringer, 2001
Modern System-on-Chip designs are increasingly mixed-signal  designs that require efficient systematic design methodologies and  supporting computer-aided design (CAD) tools to manage the design  complexity in the available design time, that is ever decreasing due  to tightening time-to-market constraints. The purpose of Low-Power  Design...
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EMI-Resilient Amplifier Circuits (Analog Circuits and Signal Processing)Springer, 2013

	This book enables circuit designers to reduce the errors introduced by the fundamental limitations (noise, bandwith, and signal power) and electromagnetic interference (EMI) in negative-feedback amplifiers.  The authors describe a systematic design approach for application specific negative-feedback amplifiers, with specified...
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Broadband Optical Access Networks and Fiber-to-the-Home: Systems Technologies and Deployment StrategiesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Broadband Optical Access and Fiber-to-the-Home (FTTH) will provide the ultimate broadband service capabilities.
    Compared with the currently well-deployed broadband access technologies of ADSL (Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line) and Cable Modems, optical broadband access with Fiber-to-the-User’s home will cater for...
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Optical Sources, Detectors, and SystemsAcademic Press, 1995
Optical Sources, Detectors, and Systems presents a unified approach, from the applied engineering point of view, to radiometry, optical devices, sources, and receivers. One of the most important and unique features of the book is that it combines modern optics, electric circuits, and system analysis into a unified, comprehensive...
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